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On the Geometry of Inner Ideals 
The notion of an inner ideal, which has arisen in the study of Jordan 
algebras, is extended here to an arbitrary finite dimensional module .A?’ for 
a finite dimensional Lie algebra with nondegenerate symmetric asso’ciative 
bilinear form. The extension is made by first defining a product ~y*z for 
.x, z E A’, y* E .A!* (the contragredient module). With suitable identification 
of .‘A?” with A’, this product is, in various cases, that of a Jordan triple 
system, a Lie triple system, a symplectic ternary algebra, and other tsernary 
algebras. The inner ideals of A are used to describe several special geometries 
previously defined by ad hoc methods on certain Lie modules. Finally, for a 
split semisimple Lie algebra over a field of characteristic zero, the inner 
ideals are shown to correspond to the objects of a geometry defined by Tits 
from the corresponding Chevalley group. 
Let A? be a finite dimensional module for a finite dimensional Lie algebra 
2’ over a field @. Suppose, moreover. that Y possesses a nondegenerate 
symmetric associative bilinear form ( , ). Let A* be the contragredient 
module with action y* -F y*l*, y* E ;k’*. 1 E 2’ so that 
~~sl,y”‘>, + (x,y*l*i;\ 0 for x E ,/fl y”’ E AY*, 1 E 9, )- 
where \ is the pairing of .,i/ with .//*. For y* t -fl/^, z tl A, wc may 
define K&*, z) E Y by 
(I, qy*, 2)) 21, y’ for all 1 t Y. (1.1) 
If I, I’ t Lf, J-* E -NT, z t J/‘(, then 
(I’, [I?(?,*, w” ), I]) = ([ZZ’], qy*, 2)) == ~~[ZZ’], y*j 
= ‘zll’, ?’ ‘; ~-1 ‘<A’, y*z*) 
(I’, zqy”. A) -t R(y”P, 2)). 
’ ‘l’he author was supported in part h!- NSF Grant GP-2941 1. 
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Hence, 
[RY ‘, 4, 4 R(x”l”, 2) + R(y*, A), (1.2) 
for y* E A*, x E .A!, 1 E Y. 
We define a trilinear product ~y”z := xR(y*, 2) for X, z E A!, y* E ;&‘* 
This product may be characterized as follows. 
LEMMA 1.1. If A? is a finite dimensional vector space zkth dual space .A[* 
and xy*z = xR(y*, x) E A’ for x, z E Al, y* EM*, is a trilinear product 
satisfying (i) [R(y*, z), R(u*, v)] ~2 R(y*R*(u*, v), z) + R(y*, xR(u”, zs)), 
where (zR(u*, v),y*: + (z,y*R*(u*, v)> = 0, 
(ii) (zR(u*, v), y*j = (vR(y”, z), u*,/, 
fory*, u* EJH*, z, VEA, then theR(y”, z)‘sspanaLie algebra2’withmodule 
A, CR@*, 4, R(Y*, 4) = W+*, v), y*> extends to a nondegenerate symmetric 
associative bilinear form on 9, and xy*.z is the product obtained previously. 
Proof. Condition (i) shows that 9 is a Lie algebra with module .A. 
Condition (ii) insures that ( , ) is well defined, symmetric, and satisfies (1.1). 
It remains to show that ( , ) is associative. Since (1.2) holds by (i) we see by 
the argument prior to (1.2) that ([I, I’], R(y*, z)) == (I’, [R(y*, z), I]) for 
1, 1’ E 9, y* E A’*, z t A, and ( , ) is associative. 
We shall now examine a number of important examples of the product. 
EXAMPLE I. Suppose 9 is a split semisimple Lie algebra over a field 0 
of characteristic zero and (Z1 , I,) ~~ trS(adlIadl,), Zi E 9, is the Killing form 
on 3. We shall use the notation and results of Jacobson [4]. In particular, 
3 is a splitting Cartan subalgebra, fr, t 2 satisfies (h, h,) = p(h) for h E 2’ if 
~~~*,~i0_~O~O~~~,,..-:iii~,,wherea,p ,..., yarethenonzero 
roots and 9, {l E 9 / [Ih] cw(h)Z, h t X”), A :.~ A?, 0 .‘. 0 A’, , 
A’* = A!!, @ ... 8 A?“, , whcrc p ,..., G ase the weights on A and 
~2’~ = {x E A i xh = p(h).x, h E .Y), (-sU, , S$) == 0 unless 01 my -/3, =!Z’? ~~ @e, 
with (e, , E~,~) := I, [e-,e,] mu-= lz,,, and 9?‘p , A~,‘ = 0 unless p =- (J. 
For z, E A,, and y”, t A’, , p9 0 weights, wc see by (1.2) that 
R(Y?,, ,zp) t =%-o > where -i;yO = X and .5Fa = 0 if 01 is not a root. Moreover, b\ 
(l.l), (h, R(y?, , z,,)) = (z,h, y:, p(h)(z, , yZ,,> and (e-, , R(yT!, , z,,)) -~ 
<.E,P_, , yr,> if 01 is a nonzero root. ‘rhus, \vl;e have 
Oifp 0 is not a root, 
(zp , y*,, hU if p -:.- IJ, (1.3) 
(zoemti , J*.,~‘ e, if a em: p - cr # 0 is a root. 
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EXAMPLE II. Suppose A!’ has a nondegenerate symmetric or symplectic 
formf(sof(x, y) = ~f(y, x), x, y E A, E = $1) and for 2 E 9 there is I* E 9 
with f‘(xl, y) L f(.x, yZ*) = 0. We see that I -+ 1* is automorphism of order 
2 of 9 and that we may identify A’* as a vector space with .AZ’ viaf. Suppose, 
moreover, that (Ii , I,) = (I,*, I,*) for li E 9%. We have then (I, R*(y, z)) = 
(I’, K(y, z)) ~~ .f(xl*, y) ~ -~f(yl, 2) -z --~(l, R(z, y)) for 1 E 9, y, 2 E ,@. 
Hence, 
R”(y, 2) = -dqZ, y) for y, z E M. (1.4) 
Setting 1 = R(u, v) in (1.2) applied to x and using (I .4), we get for s, y, z, U, 
Z’ E ../2 
(,xyz) uv = (ma) yz - cc(yvu)z 7 xy(zuv). (1.5) 
Conversely, if JH is a ternary algebra with nondegenerate symmetric or 
symplectic form f satisfying (1.4) (1..5), and 
f(=4 Y) :- .f(VY4 4 for u, v, y, z E Ck, (1.6) 
then Lemma I .I implies that A&’ is obtained by the previous construction. 
(Sote (1.4) implies I* E A!’ and (R*( u, q, R*(Y, 4) = WV, 4, f@, Y)) = 
j(yv~, a) = l j.(y, ZUV) -~(zuG, y) = (R(u, c), R(z,y)) implies (II*, Z:,*) = 
(Ii , Iz) for lj E 9.) We shall now indicate some of the algebras obtained in 
this fashion. 
E.:xA?dPLE Ila. Let & be a Jordan triple system (see [6]), i.e., ,y satisfies 
(1.5) with E ~~ 1 and 
.vy2 zyx for x, y, ,R E 8. (1.7) 
Assume also that & possesses a nondegenerate symmetric bilinear form 
‘I‘ such that ?‘(~?;a, a) 2 T(u, rzy) for u, z’, y, x E 9. Thus, (1.4) holds. 
Finall!-, 
qzuz, y) = T(auz, y) = l’(v, yzu) =I T(e, uzy) = qvyz, u) 
showing (1.6). 
~‘:xAMPLE IIb. Let .F be a Lie triple system (see [3, 5, 141) over a field 
of characteristic not two, i.e., .F satisfies (1.5) with E = 1 and 
xyy = 0, (1.8) 
xyz + yzx + zxy = 0, for s, Y, 2 E .T. (1.9) 
Assume also that ,F has a nondegenerate symmetric bilinear formfsuch that 
f(uyz, v) ~~ ,f(u, vzy) for U, v, y, z E F. Note that, in particular, this holds 
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if ,T is a semisimple Lie algebra over a field of characteristic zero with 
product syu” = [,~[yz]] and .f is the Killing form; xc [4, 12. 691. Again, we 
need to verify (1.6). Indeed, 
I~~MPLE 11~. I,et .fl he a simple ternq algebra of the type considered 
in [I], i.e., ;N satisfies (1.5) with c 1 am I 
.XJ’ 0 .I3 y. .:: x, (1.10) 
xz’z 4’S” .\‘, J’, 2, (1.1 I) 
whcrc is a nondegcneratc symplectic form on -L’. C‘onditions (I .4) 
and (I .6) ‘follow from (2.7) and (1.3) of [I]. 
b4iCIPLE IId. Let .rI be a composition algebra over a field of charac- 
teristic not two and Z( , ) he the associated nondegenerate bilinear form. 
It is known that D(y, Z) ~ [I,&;] -; [I,$,] -~ [R,K,], y, P c .c/ is a derivation 
of Ce/; see [S, p. 771. Let xy~ ,x&y, 2) for x, y, z E .:/. Since D(y, 2) 
~-D(z, y), WC see that (I .5) u-ith c I holds by (3.72) of [8] and (1.4) holds 
[8. p. 801. Finally, using the formulas on p. 80 of [8], we see 
Let ,sy”” be the product defined in Section 1. 11-e say that a subspace .ti 
of I // is an inner ideal if .A,N”.# C ./A. Inner ideals arc intimately connected 
to various special geometries. TZ’e shall indicate some of these connections, 
omitting the detailed calculations. 
(.A). If ,N is a vector space with a nondegenerate s!mmctric (respec- 
tively, s~mplectic) bilinear form& then .xyu” f(,v, y)z its f(J, z)s - f(z, ,x)y 
for .x, -v, z t AI defines a Jordan triple system as in I<sample IJa (respectively, 
a ternq algebra as in Example TIC) and the inner ideals arc precisely the 
isotropic subspaces. 
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(B). If ,,Y is a reduced exceptional simple Jordan algebra over a field 
of characteristic not two, our notion of inner ideal coincides with that used 
1~~ AIcCrimmon in [7] where he showed that the inner ideals of <,fl are 
precisely the subspaces considered b!; Springer and \‘eldkamp [lo] in their 
stud\. of Hjelmslcv-~Ioufang planes. 
(C). If .fl is the 56-dimensional ternary algebra used in [2] to define 
a geometry for I<; , then b!- a method similar to that of the proof of Lemma 3 
of [2], one sees that for characteristic not two, @s is an inner ideal if and onlv 
if K(.v, x) = 0, which is equivalent to s being rank one. Thus, x and y span 
an inner ideal with every subspace an inner ideal if and only if R(s, x) = 
R(s, 37) 7~ R(y, y) mm-- 0. This is precisely the incidence relation given in [2]. 
(1)). If C is an octonion (Caq’le>-PDickson) algebra over a field of 
characteristic not two with ternary product as in Example IId, then the 
elements of trace zero in I’ form an ideal co relative to the ternary product. 
7Ve see that @.v is an inner ideal of (1,, if and only if .? -: 0 and @ps + @y 
is an inner ideal of c,, with every subspace an inner ideal if and only if 
,+I y’ = xy 0. This is a geometry studied b\: Schcllckens [9, p. 2071. 
3. CONNECTION To 7'1~s' GEOMETRIES 
\Ye shall now consider inner ideals of a faithful finite dimensional mcrdule 
// for a finite dimensional split semisimple Lie algebra 9 over a field @ of 
characteristic zero. The ternary product is given 1~~ (I .3) and the action of 2 
on ..//. Associated with the representation of Y on A’ is the Chevallq group 
G generated b!- S,(T) 1: exp(Te,) (acting on A!‘) with T t @ and n: a root and 
its subgroup ( generated 1~~ S,(T) for 01 positive; see [I I]. 
Since (xyxz) 2 ~= (sl)y”z 2. x(yxIx) 2 ~~ .yl*(zl) for xc, zE,///, y” G./X’, 
I c Y 1~~ (l.2), an easy verification shows that (xy”z) ~~(7) : (sx,(:r)) 
i~‘,~,“(~))(~,~~(~)), where .Y,,‘*(T) exp(~e,“) (acting on _ A!*). If G* is the 
corresponding Chevalley group, then [1 I, p. 441 shows that S,(T) F X,‘(T) 
defines an isomorphism ,y > R* of G onto C”. \I.e then have 
It is now clear that the translate ,‘A,? of an inner ideal .d by s F G is itself an 
inner ideal. 
.-\ similar argument shows that if x -~ F g is the homomorphism of G onto 
the acijoint group G given hv N,(T) P> -F,~(T) erp(~&e,) (acting on Y”), 
then 
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LEMMA 3.1. Every inner ideal .%’ of A? has a translate under C which has 
a basis of weight cectors. 
l’roof. Let < be a linear ordering of the weights consistent with the usual 
partial ordering; thus, p < p if p - p is a sum of positive roots. We call a 
weight vector DC, of A? belonging to the weight p initial in an inner ideal .+9 if 
some x E & has s : s,? + t(p), where t(p) denotes terms from weight spaces 
belonging to weights larger than p. Since X,(T) -: Id - TY, ;- ..-, it is cleat 
that the C: translates of .% have the same initial weight vectors as .d. It suffices 
to show that some C- translate of 9 contains all of its initial lveight vectors. 
In fact, it suffices to show that if .% contains all of its initial m-eight vectors 
belonging to weights larger than pi and s ~_ s,, c .x~,~ {- t(pJ E 9, pi .:. p2 ? 
x “I y 0 -i’ so1 ) then some I: translate of ./A contains all vvcight vectors 
contained in .‘A and some .x 5 L f(P2). 
First, we show that we may assume .t’,,, Tsnle, for some r E @ and LY. 
a positive root. Indeed, if sQ1e, and s,,, L arc liiearly independent for all ry, then 
we may choose yi;,,, E .A?:,, with ‘c,,le, , yT,, I : 0 for all I and 
,,y y‘:-’ P2 7 - -I’> 1. By (1.3) R(yifP, , .x) h,), /- t(0). Also, if .x,~, , ,V,,, I, 
then H(Y~,~ , x) -~ /z,~~ ‘~ t(0). Since pi(i,!) P&)J i I, 2, implies 
(0, p2 , p1 - p.J 0 or p, p2 , wc have I m= h - x:1 ,,, T,L’, t R(I/I’/*, A), 
where h E 2’ with PI(h) f p,(h) and T, t @. If T,x,,,P, f 0 and pr * ,I . p2 
for some cy, assume a: is the smallest such root and consider x/ 
p,(h) ‘y,+ -+ T,x,le, + t(pl - cx). Some linear combination of .x and xl has 
Tn.Z-^,le, as an initial weight vector so by hypothesis .v+ E ~8. Sow s,,le,eP, :- 0 
by [4, p. I 131, so (1.3) implies e,, t R(A*, 2). Replacing 1 by I - T,e, and 
continuing in this fashion, we may assume r,s,,le, =L 0 if p, Y. .<: pc If 
T,x,,c, m,+ 0 and pi ~. in = p2 , then sl ~ pi(k) .Y,~ + p,(h) .v+ T.v:,le, + t(p?). 
Some linear combination of .x and xl is of the form s,, I T’~,,~P, ~.- t&j, 
T’ E CD, as desired. If T,x,,,e, 0 for p, .~ a -.< py , then 
xl == p,(h) .t,,l -‘- p.,(h) s,,2 --‘- t(r)& 
and a linear combination of .x and xl is of the form .x,> 1 - t(pJ. Thus, we ma\ 
assume .I,,? 1 -= 75 e “I 1: , + 1 0. 
\Ve can now replace .ti by its translate under s,~( T) (since X.X,(-T) 
s,>~ + t(p.,)) provided X&(-T) fixes all weight vectors contained in 9. If not, 
there is x, E 9 with .xOe,, +’ 0. Since .v,le,e_,, m/m 0, there is JUTE, t .k’~0p, with 
WY”“, , x) == ph,, 1. e, + t(m), p t: @. Hence, 
X”Y”plS P(P? PI) Xi? -t xuen -1. t(~ : z) t .-A and z -: xuer t(p + cx) t 9. 
Choosing ~1, E A’:, SO that R(yT,, , 2) e, i- f(x), WC see that .x~“,z 
xpe,j- t(piCa)E.~.Sincep, 1 N ;-pi, 
add s,, 
we have xD1e, t .2 by hypothesis 
1 ,- t(pJ t .#. This completes the proof of the lemma. 
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COROLLARY. Every inner ideal of A! has a translate 94 under G such that 
39 has a basis of weight vectors and A?e,l C ~8 for 01 a positive root. 
Proof. Let 9 be a translate having a basis of weight vectors. If&e, _*- 0, 
say x,,e,y # 0, s, E 9, then rr,,-,, E <&‘& may be chosen so that 
R(Y:,-, , x,J = c, and .&e ~pI C 4. Hence, the set 5’ of roots 01 with @e, C .& 
is closed (OL, ,# E S and w -: /3 a root implies o( + /3 E S) and either 01 E- .S or 
--01 t: 5’ for each root a. iVe claim there exists zu E W, the Weyl group, u-ith 
St” I P the set of positive roots. Indeed, if 01$ S for a simple root 01. then 
the reflection W, sends S n P into P and -01 to CX. Since I S’“‘= A P 
S n I’ 1, we may use induction on / P’(S n P)l. Letting ZL’ also denote a 
corresponding clement of the Chevalley group (see [ 1 I, p. 27]), we see that 
.A’U is the desired translate by (3.2). 
Henceforth, we shall assume that .A is irreducible with highest weight ‘1. 
Let n be the set of simple roots of 9, which we shall identify with the vertices 
of the Dynkin diagram for 4”. If 7’ C n, let P(T) be the set of weights p of. /‘/ 
such that A - p z xhtV li,ol with k, a nonnegative integer and h, == 0 for 
a E T. Let .?9(7’) ~7 ~~,cPCTj s/t,, . 
LERIMA 3.2. If T (I r, then :‘A(T) is an inner ideal qf ,Al and every inner 
ideal of AZ is a translate under G of some .8(T). 
Z’yoof. T\-e first note that if p is a root (including 0) of the form 
B r-. LET? TZ,CY with II,, 2 0 for iy E T then Yfi preserves Z(T). It is obvious 
for A$ with n, = 0 for n EI T. If n., :> 0 for some y E T and p E P(T), then 
A ~ (p + /3) =- x1,, k,‘oc with k,’ 7 -IZ, < 0 and p j-- p is not a weight. 
Thus, .8(T) YB =- 0. 
Now if x,, E .8(T) belongs to the weight p and r”, E A!‘~, , tllen 
R(J~T, , so) t 5& by (1.3). If p ==- A - xnE,, h,ol and c m= A - x,,, k,‘u, 
then p -- CJ -~ ItiE, (k,’ - /+ and k,’ - k, := k,’ ;;: 0 for a E T. Hence, 
~YO-,, preserves A(T), and -M(T) is an inner ideal. By the corollary to Lemma 
3.1, everv inner ideal is translate of some cii with a basis of weight vectors 
and ,9?e,, _C 8 for 01 > 0. Let A’ be the highest weight with some 0 f .xA,, E ~9’). 
Since .x,,e, E &, we have .Y-~,P, = 0 for all cy > 0 and A’ :- A. If x, is an\ 
weight vector in .ZJ’, then there is a sequence 01~ , CX~ ,..., CX~ of simple roots 
with S,E~C~ ..’ e, :m= F.Y., f . . 01 borne 0 -#: TV t @, where e, = e,, . Since .%Yei ~;- 0, 
(3.2) shows that fi --: e-,< E R(M*, .8). Hence, xA,fiof20 ...,ftO E& for an! 
permutation 0 of (1, 2 ,..., t). Since these vectors span .A!,, , we see A?‘, L A. 
Hence, .?8 = 9’(T), where T = .[a E n I tie.., 5 B>. 
Me wish to determine for which Tl , Tz , &(T,) -= 2J(T,). We shall make 
use of the following notions due to Tits [12]. If S, , S, , S, _C r, then S, 
separates S, and S, (written ~‘?,/S,/S,) ‘f 1 each connected subdiagram of the 
Dynkin diagram which contains a vertex from S, and S, contains a v’erter 
from S, S,’ is the reduc!ion of S, mud S, if S,’ is the smallest subset of S, 
\\ it11 S~S,‘:“s, . If s2 =- S,‘. s., is reduted mod S, . L\.e remark that the 
treduction of S, and S, is unique and reduced. 
I’mof. If p is a weight there is a scc~uenw .A, ,..., A, , u, t: T witlr 
P. .j-.(a, ... i cxJ a weight and pi p. If 1 occurs among the a,‘~, 
then tither a t K or some 3r,, w-ith i., .i, where ,i is the smallest integcl 
Lvitii 1, 01 has (a, at) i 0 h\- [4, p. I 131. Continuing bvt‘ get a scquencc 
i _ ,y;;’ I’.” 01, with (CX, ; a,,>_,) :t 0 and #)r, C: R. Suppose that no 
‘i, , A, C h( T,)) and’& T,, T, ‘Then no 2,‘t 7’, and H( T,) L B( T,). 
Conversely, if T, fails to separate R and Z’, , let ‘I, ,,.., .A, be the shortest 
sqwnce with 01~ E R, N, E Td , and no ,Y, c T, \\.c show inductively that 
i’ -1 ~~ (z, + .‘. -. e,.) is a weight I’ I ,..., s, since (pt. L ,T,i) ~~ 0 
; see [4, p. I 131. Hence, A’,, i- -ti( T,), hut i A’,, $ :/A(T2) 
p\ . 1Ve have now sho\+n the follon-ing. 
‘1’lfEOKEM. If ,ll is a .faithful $nite dimensional irreducil~le module z&h 
irighest weight A ,for u Jinitr dimensional split semisimple L,ie algehm .Y owr 
0 field of characteristic zero, {f R is the set of simple roots A z&h (A, x) ! 0. 
thrrr there is a one-to-one co~resporidence hetzuw tlw trtrnsl&on clnsses of 
imw ideals of. & aud reduced sets qf simple roots mod ii. 
\\-c remark that the foregoing correspondence yields one between im1cj 
ideals of. ?Y and the objjects of Tits’ geometries; xc [ 12. 131. 
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